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Ecological risks of the global world and the education  

«ecologization» tasks 

 

The article characterizes ecological risks of the techno-genic civilization; 

the U. Beck’s methodological concept of “cosmopolitism” and its reflection of 

“risk society” is analyzed. The problem of individual and local existential in the 

global world is put; the issues of education ecologization and formation of the 

man’s ecological worldview on the way of overcoming ecological risks of the 

global world are discussed. The author connects these processes with existential 

demand of formation of ecological culture; formations of the complete outlook 

inducing at the level of attitude, attitude and outlook to harmonization of the 

relations of the person, society and the nature, to refusal of the person of "naive 

anthropocentrism" and perception at the level of the own integrity of harmonious 

life in the Nature home. 

 

Экологические риски глобального мира и задачи  

«экологизации» образования 

 
В статье характеризуются экологические риски техногенной 

цивилизации; анализируется методологический концепт «космополитизма» 

У. Бека и его рефлексия «общества риска». Ставится проблема экзистенции 

индивидуального и локального в глобальном мире; обсуждаются вопросы 

экологизации образования и становления экологического мировоззрения 

человека на пути преодоления экологических рисков глобального мира. Автор 

связывает эти процессы с экзистенциальной востребованностью 

становления экологической культуры; формирования целостного 

мировоззрения, побуждающего на уровне мироощущения, мировосприятия и 

миропонимания к гармонизации отношений человека, общества и природы, к 

отказу человека от «наивного антропоцентризма» и восприятию на уровне 

собственного мироотношения целостности гармоничного бытия  в родном 

«Доме природы». 
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The eminent public figure, the founder and the first president of the Roman 

club Aurelio Peccei, in due time sharply concerned about an increase of global 

problems of techno-genic civilization, its impetuous expansion to the world of the 

nature and also natural limitation of resources of the nature, has addressed in the 

reports to the Roman Club with "appeals" to the all people of the planet. Having 

put in the 70
th

 of the XX century question of "growth limits", he has developed the 

main subject of an innovative civilization discourse – harmonization of the worlds 

of human life and a need of the decision on this way of its key problem – "human 

qualities". He has paid attention that the system connections of civilization which 

directly depend on the person begin to play during the era of global 

interdependence the crucial role [1; 2, p. 893-896]. About global risks on the way 

of techno-genic civilization insistently warns also the Roman club, grotesque 

drawing images of possible and not so far future: "When the mankind will build 

the magnificent technical world and will solve all the main economic, political, 

military and social problems, it with horror will see that it has brought the Earth to 

such state when biological support of our remarkable, but short-sighted tribe is 

impossible …" [2, p. 893-896].  

Society of risk. With special cautions to mankind concerning the 

consequences of impetuous elements of self-development of a techno-genic 

civilization also Ulrich Beck addresses. The fancy of "society of risk" stated in his 

scientific creativity became a fundamental lexeme and a sonorous metaphor of the 

present [3; 4; 5; 6]. Large-scale risks as it has appeared have captured by the end of 

the XX century and the production sphere, demonstrating processes of gradual 

fading of economic efficiency and existential effectiveness of production of public 

benefits. It has mentioned, U. Beck notes, both producers, and society in general. 

And in spite of the fact that the thinker calls globalization "an anonymous order" 

[3, p. 1], clear signs of approach of "society of risk" as he believes are the total 

processes of randomness and social uncontrollability. He connects with totality of 

risk impossibility of any "getting out" of its reality, its negative, imposed by "the 

others will", consequences [4, p. 46]. 

It is interesting – in respect of further discussion of the announced subject 

with its output on clearing of the depth, intrinsic nature of environmental risks and 

search of solutions of practical tasks of preventing of environmental disaster – the 

concept of cosmopolitism of U. Beck [3]. Justifying a line item of "cosmopolitan 

outlook" in contexts of "society of risk", U. Beck, from the line items of critical 

reflection, discusses the concepts of nationalism, the national state, national 

identity functioning in the developed mental tradition, placing at the same time a 

particular emphasis on opposition to the concept of "cosmopolitism" stated to them 

to methodological line items of "cultural relativism", "multiculturalism", 

"tolerance", "internationalism", "globalization" and "globality". "My theory about 

"cosmopolitan perspective", – U. Beck writes, – describes the other reality and it is 



constructed differently. All above-mentioned ideas are based on a premise of 

distinction, rejection of Another …". Whereas the ideas of "cosmopolitan 

tolerance" assume "not defensive or passive, but in the higher measure the active 

position – an openness line item in relation to the world of Another". At the same 

time "distinctions are perceived as enrichment, and relations with the Another are 

built on the basis of the attitude towards it as to fundamentally equal. In theoretical 

language, – U. Beck concludes, it is so: the logic or is replaced with the logic 

both". Thus the cosmopolitism "does not mean uniformity and homogenization", 

on the contrary, it believes maintaining distinctions and uniqueness of individuals, 

groups, communities, political organizations, cultures and civilizations. "But, 

speaking metaphorically, walls in between shall be replaced by the bridges", – U. 

Beck concludes [3, p. 6].  

This figurative metaphor generates a row of counter questions, including: 

about an entity and the maintenance of a "solid" embodiment of similar "bridges", 

about concreteness and fundamental bases of unification in so multivariate 

distinctions. However and the being of response to the questions posed is 

represented rather obvious. As to replace "logic of distribution of wealth" in a 

pattern of global cataclysms, "the logic of democratic distribution of risk" comes, – 

reasons, U. Beck's words says Claus Derre [7, p. 26]. Fully and with special 

evidence it concerns environmental risks. 

Environmental risks in the system of "society of risk", really, find the special 

place, special sense and special value. On the one hand, they are visible and by that 

are obvious – owing to the direct frontage to essential cares of daily occurrence. 

On the other hand, they are hidden, mentioning the deep bases of corporal human 

nature – natural regularity, harmony and essential need of its harmonious 

communication with the world of the external nature. Respectively, risks of the 

developed violations of this harmony, as well as a way of overcoming elements of 

self-damage of the person and its integrity with the world of the nature are rather 

difficult, not so clear and obvious. 

The matter is that the risks don't lie on a surface, and the understanding of 

their being adequately isn't reflexed at the level of common sense. On the contrary, 

the intrinsic content of risks is usually hidden from a superficial glance. And they 

can bear, and really bear in themselves as we will see further, the hidden existential 

threats to the person of the world of daily occurrence – the threat capable to 

generate unconscious fears. Risks are reflexed mentally as U. Beck has shown, at 

the level of specialized consciousness by experts. They are studied, generalized 

and can be fixed as production, social and economic and political administrative 

recommendations. In many respects this reflection and its results as the rational 

recommendations fill the maintenance of a technological component of projects of 

judgment and overcoming ecological threats, defining orientation of ecological 

vector of self-development of the techno-genic civilization. We will note, running 

forward, and the fact that specialized information on risks, as a rule, doesn't 

mention deep bases of personal consciousness and, respectively, doesn't occur in 

the quality of existential care, ecological belief and a possibility of any and 

responsible ecological act of the person in his everyday life. 



What do specialized sources in quality obvious (however as it has become 

clear, rather abstract and existentially remote from the next cares of the person) fix 

information on the nature and content of environmental risks? This information 

first of all draws a picture of the facts – a multidimensional panorama, is versatile 

the representing ecological reality. It is presented in the forms of data concerning 

conservation: completeness and purity of land, water, air resources of the planet; 

self-preservation of health, as natural potential of the person. In its global scales of 

environmental problems are fixed by specialized sources and mass media; factors 

of special concentration of environmental risks, including, and especially – in the 

conditions of urbanization are displayed; the state, experience and mechanisms of 

action and interaction of the ecological social organizations, etc. is described. 

Obvious in this plan are also information facts stating the difficult nature of 

judgment and practical overcoming conditions of ecological crisis [8], 

development of practical mechanisms of "interface of development of the nature 

and society" (A.A. Brudny, D.N. Kavtaradze). 

Researchers of the different directions fill a picture of ecological reality and 

variations of understanding of a phenomenon of environmental risk, its possible 

forms and contents, give various options of its definition fixing significant and 

special this phenomenon, comprehended in this or that subject domain of 

knowledge. In the federal law, for example, the environmental risk is defined as 

probability of the approach of the event having adverse effects for the environment 

and caused by a negative impact of economic and other activity, emergency 

situations of natural and techno-genic character. The environmental risk is defined 

by the subject domain of economy of environmental management as assessment 

"uncertainty of approach of the event attracting negative impact on the 

environment owing to the techno-genic activity" [9]. The characteristic of 

environmental risk from positions of a certain deviation from the developed 

universally recognized norms and the principles of relations of the person, society, 

state, economic entities to the surrounding environment – as a deviation from the 

norms of social relations arising between the called subjects appears the general in 

these and similar treatments. It is noted in similar researches and the obvious fact 

that the environmental risk can be generated by emergency situations of natural, 

anthropogenic and techno-genic character and also processes of the daily activity 

of the enterprises including ecological orientation and ecological aspects. In the 

numerous researches, it is versatile fixing environmental risks, their description, an 

assessment from the most different possible positions is given, for example, to 

probability of approach of the events having adverse effects for the state of 

environment; health of the population; activity of the enterprise and caused by 

environmental pollution by violation of ecological requirements; emergency of the 

situations of natural and techno-genic character [10; 11]. 

In the analytics and assessment of environmental risks at the level of fact 

fixation also the leading directions of their research are defined, among them – 

engineering, model, expert and social. Engineering it is necessary responsible for 

collecting statistical data on the accidents and their consequences connected with 

the environmental pollution. The model direction is guided by the development of 



mathematical models of the processes fixing a certain degree of probability of 

approach undesirable to the person and the environment of consequences, for 

example as a result of use of harmful chemicals and connections. The expert 

direction has the main objective probabilistic assessment of the analysis of the 

events and their consequences involving the possibility of environmental risks. The 

sociological direction studies and removes statistics of degrees of risk for the 

certain territories and groups of the population.    

Apparently, the multidimensional fact fixation research and calculation of 

the environmental risks, on the one hand, is directed to the attempts of their 

minimization and determination of the special status of risks, the most significant 

for health of the person and safety of the environment. And, with another is 

directed on the in-depth study of these risks from the economic validity. 

Assessment of admissible environmental risk in this plan is considered especially 

significant, for example, at making decisions on an investment of investments into 

this or that production. At the same time in case of anthropogenic influence are 

considered how it is noted in researches, such rules of admissible environmental 

risk as: inevitability of losses and minimization of losses in the environment; real 

possibility of their restoration; lack of harm to the health of the person; 

irreversibility of changes in the environment; harmony of ecological harm to the 

economic effect [9; 11]. 

The multidimensional research of a factual account of environmental risks is 

widely presented in the literature and modules of their classification by the 

following main criteria: to the scales of manifestation of risk; degrees of its 

admissibility; possibilities of forecasting, prevention and insurance; on the basis of 

"causes". So, on the basis of causes researchers distinguish the natural 

environmental risks caused by changes in the surrounding environment; the 

techno-environmental risks caused by the emergence and development of a techno-

sphere; the social-and-ecological risks caused by protective reaction of the state 

and society to aggravation of ecological situation. The last include the eco-standard 

risks (adoption of ecological laws and norms); eco-political risks (ecological 

actions of a protest); eco-economic risks (financial and economic activity), etc.  

It isn't difficult to notice that in the practice orientation version the offered 

classifications of environmental risks can form the necessary basis of self-

determination of the subjects responsible for these or those risk factors and also to 

become information basis of assessment of situations and conditions of 

environmental risk in the direction of opportunities of removal of a high measure 

of its tension. However the ecological drawing of this objective information (we 

will agree, in many respects "external" and the abstract in meanings and from the 

positions of "deep ecology" generating and fixing ecological values of personal 

self-determination of the person) is very far from realization of opportunities of a 

free and responsible act of the person existentially open to the Nature world. And 

again there is a natural question of what in overcoming global environmental risks, 

in prevention of environmental disaster in essence depends on the personality? And 

what in that case a measure of responsibility of each person, his daily affairs, cares 

and events for a state and content of environmental friendliness of his own action 



and an act? What way of formation of ecological outlook and eco-centric type of 

self-development of human civilization? How such type and a vector of its self-

development is possible in the modern socio-political and economic conditions of 

the global world? And what from the modern world very valuable and significant 

in fact gradually dies away and escapes a look of the person, his outlook without 

sprouting that Present in a possibility of the Future? 

First of all, the speech has to go about the need of "improvement", 

"resuscitation" and updating of a sign and symbolical universum of life of the 

person – the world of Culture responsible as for an opportunity to the person to be 

a Person, for a statement Human in the person, and for an opportunity and need of 

disclosure and a statement to life of Humanity of the world. In our key of 

reflections it is about existential demand of formation of ecological culture as new 

vector of life of culture in the conditions of expansion to the world of a techno-

genic civilization. In these new forms of the inculturation assuming formation of 

new type of "the complete outlook inducing at the level of attitude, attitude and 

outlook to harmonization of the worlds of human life" [12, p. 280-294], the person 

has to feel and accept as own value natural harmony and integrity of the world of 

the Nature again. At the level of own attitude to experience and realize onto-

harmony of the world of the nature and limits of opportunities of its own self-

preservation. It is important to realize also the obvious fact that the person, "being 

strong with the technic", very and very weak before the nature. The person needs 

to change the attitude to the world in a root. A vector of active world 

reorganization it is necessary to correlate in proportion to a dominant of a 

harmonious world building. In the eco-centric ("cosmopolitan", according to U. 

Beck) outlook at the level of the Ecological imperative it is important to the person 

to realize and feel a transtsendention of the ontologic integrity of harmonious life 

in the world. The most important sign of ecological culture, N.M. Mamedov fairly 

notices, is:  

"… refusal of naive anthropocentrism and transition to a frame of reference 

which is under the bio-sphere construction. It means that now at the solution of any 

problems the priority needs to be given to the natural factors, but not social and 

economic" [13, p. 1186–1188]. 

Really, in the conditions of loss of integrity of outlook of the person of 

techno-genic society various forms of alienation and ruptures of life dominate [14]. 

"The ecological lack of culture" generates the "ecological myths" [15] intertwining 

in the mass consciousness with numerous fears. The fears generated by the global, 

including environmental risks, in many respects as we saw are abstract. They are 

formally discharged of essential cares of the person, his daily actions, his valuable 

orientations, and therefore don't become a direct incentive and motive of activity. 

Such form of attitude towards the risk "turned" by fear, on the one hand, and the 

objective impossibility of authentic life of the person in states permanent and 

besides "abstract" fear, with another – turns on protective mechanisms of self-

preservation of mentality. And overcoming personal fears in the relation, for 

example global environmental risks, can go on the same to the abstract and 

"turned", very superficial scheme: "me and my relatives it won't concern", "it is too 



remote prospect", "natural resources will last for our century", "exclusively 

artificial, including virtual world – the business card and real modern era", etc. 

Thus, the personal attitude towards environmental risks in the conditions of daily 

elements uncontrollable ecological mind of society, his ecological culture becomes 

a source of multiplication and consolidation of ecological myths and 

environmental risks. About unsuccessfulness of overcoming conditions of 

ecological crisis, so and the related environmental risks exclusively technical 

means if "the society doesn't transform itself, the morality, mentality", – N. 

Moiseev noted in due time. 

Thus, formation of ecological culture in the global society is directly turned 

to the person, his worlds "small", "local", teaches the new culture of thinking and 

action [8; 12, p. 280-294]. And here the prospects of world outlook contexts of 

ecological education are opened [12, p. 280-294; 17, p. 42–43]. "The world 

outlook idea of "greening" of education" shows a possibility of practical 

embodiment of one of the key world outlook ideas and cares of a modern era – 

ecological – in an education system. Reform of "education greening" is feasible, in 

my opinion, in its world outlook paradigm which is conceptually relying on the 

ideas: integrity of life, harmonization of the worlds of the person, ecology of the 

person [12, p. 280-294]. Its main objectives and tasks can be designated by the 

following positions: 1) to form the ecological outlook changing the relation of the 

person to the nature, and through him – to itself; 2) to provide the necessary level 

of the system and organized ecological knowledge which is keeping within a 

complete picture of the world; 3) to use and develop in eco-education the 

interactive forms and methods of training modeling life situations and skills of an 

active way of interaction allowing to find with Wednesday; 4) through the system 

of ecological knowledge and a form of direct interaction with the nature to approve 

a priority of moral, esthetic, cultural wealth over material; 5) to cultivate ecological 

responsibility, and through it – skills of creative activities for formation of the 

habitat on the basis of reasonable relation to the nature; 6) to increase the level of 

regional consciousness as a necessary condition and base of self-development of 

the region (as "small world"), as the substantial basis and a step of development of 

planetary thinking, formation of "noo-sphere", "ecological", "cosmopolitan" 

outlook and consciousness of the personality; 7) to acquaint with the nature 

corresponding forms of managing in the history of mankind, the country, the 

region; 8) to study the forms of managing and life based on functioning the socio-

natural cultural complexes – necessary corporal base of rise and development of 

the region [12, p. 280-294; 17, p. 42–43].   
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